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News You Can Use-Library Services for Faculty
How to Get
Teaching Assistance

How to Get
Research Assistance

Library Instruction

Reference Services
Reference Desk, Hodges Library, 974-4171
Reference Offices, Hodges Library, 974-6797

Alan Wallace 974-6797
alan-wallace@utk.edu

"Building Library Skills," an interactive, computer
assisted instruction program on library use and
research techniques, is available in the Information
Lab, 209 Hodges Library, and on selected terminals in
Reference, 135 Hodges Library. An audiotape tour of
the Hodges Library, which introduces students to the
various public service departments within the library,
is available in Audiovisual Services. Students will
receive certificates upon completion of "Building
Library Skills" or the audiotape tour.
Library staff will also provide classroom instruc
tion sessions or help in deSigning meaningful informa
tion instruction for specific course assignments.
Reserve

Seth Jordan, 974-4121
sjordan@utk.edu

The Hodges Library, AgVetMed Library, Music
Library, and the Cartographic Information Center main
tain an area for books and photocopies "on reserve"
for class assignments. Materials can be designated
as 2-hour/overnight, 3-day, or 7-day loan-or for use in
the reserve area only.
Reserve materials are listed in the Online Library
Information System . A printed list of materials on
reserve, by name and course number, also can be
found in each reserve reading area.
Audiovisual Services

William Ward, 974-4473
wward@utk.edu

Audiovisual collections and playback equipment
for individual viewing or listening are located in
Audiovisual Services (245 Hodges Library) , the
Music Library, and the AgVetMed Library. Audiovisual
Services in the Hodges Library has a number of
group viewing rooms that may be reserved for class
viewings. Video transmission is possible from Hodges
AV to properly equipped classrooms . Hodges AV
will also lend videotapes to faculty for classroom use;
the loan period is three days. The Lindsay Young
Auditorium, which has projection video and seating
for 150, may be reserved for class viewings.

The reference area provides a general reference
collection (dictionaries, directories, encyclopedias,
atlases, etc.) as well as sources that index and
abstract the literature in your discipline. Reference
staff can show you how to use the online catalog to
find books and assist you in using the most relevant
indexes to research on your subject.
Research Consultation

Subject specialists in a variety of disciplines are
available by appointment to discuss specific informa
tion needs. If you have questions about the availability
of research materials in the UTK libraries or other
research facilities , contact the Reference offices (145
Hodges Library, 974-6797) for an appointment.
Following are names and e-mail addresses of
reference specialists.
Humanities:
Anne Bridges, abridges@utk.edu
Felicia Felder-Hoehne,
Felicia-Felder-Hoehne@utk.edu
Marie Garrett, magarrett@utk.edu
Russell Clement, Russ-Clement@utk.edu
Science & Technology:
Martin CourtOiS, mpc@utk.edu
Mary Frances Crawford,
mary-frances-crawford@utk.edu
Lana Dixon, Idixon@utk.edu
Flora Shrode, fshrode@utk.edu
Flossie Wise, fwise@utk.edu
Social Sciences:
Karmen Crowther, crowther@utk.edu
Thura Mack,Thura-Mack@utk.edu
Janette Prescod,
jprescod@utk.edu
Jane Row, jrow@utk.edu
Linda Sammataro,
sammataro@utk.edu
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Alan Wallace, 974-6797
alan-wallace@utk.edu

Each semester the Libraries offers a series of
classes on accessing global resources through
the Online Library Information System.
Classes in the Information Lab, 209 Hodges
Library, will introduce the basics of data
base searching and navigating the Internet.
Pick up an Info Tech Forum schedule at the
Info Lab or the reference desk.
Watch your departmental bulletin board
for announcements of seminars on informa
tion resources in your discipline.
Electronic Information

The UTK Libraries subscribes to numerous elec
tronic indexes that you may search free of charge at
workstations in Reference (135 Hodges Library),
Documents & Microforms (120 Hodges Library), the
Agriculture-Veterinary Medicine Library, or the Music
Library. More than 40 databases are networked and
available to multiple users within the libraries, and
most are available to campus offices via the campus
Ethernet network. With an Ethernet connection, Ether
net card, and Infoserver software, you may be able
to access these databases from your on-campus
microcomputer. Dial-in users do not have access to
CD-ROM databases.
You should also make use of the extensive
resources available over the Internet. Explore the
many options available from the Online Library Infor
mation System menu.
Mediated Database Searches
Database Search Services, 974-4936

Database Search Services, 146 Hodges Library,
can perform online searches of more than 600 data
bases offered by commercial hosts.
The researcher meets with a reference librarian
to prepare a profile or statement of research interest
which is entered in appropriate databases to produce
a printed bibliography of relevant citations and, in
some cases, abstracts.
Online databases cover a wide variety of sub
jects. Journal articles are cited most frequently, but
books, newspapers, conference proceedings, patents,
statistics, dissertations, research in progress and
foundation grants may also be included. Full-text
documents are available in some databases.
Searches are run at Database Search Services
(974-4936), at the Music Library (974-3474), or at the
Agriculture-Veterinary Medicine Library (974-7338).
Call for an appointment.

How to Find Library Materials
Borrowing Privileges
Circulation Services, 974-4351

UTK faculty and staff must have a UTK 10 card
and be registered in the library circulation system in
order to charge out materials.
Proxy Cards

UTK faculty who wish to have assistants transact
library business for them may obtain a proxy card to
authorize such service. Completed forms should be
presented by the requesting faculty in person at the
second floor circulation desk, Hodges Library. Faculty
are responsible for charges incurred by their proxies.
Affiliate Borrower Cards

Children and spouses of faculty and staff may
also obtain affiliate borrower cards. The faculty member
and the person to be issued a card should present a
completed application form together in person to the
second floor circulation desk, Hodges Library. Overdue
penalties and lost material charges are assessed at
regular library rates.

Loan Periods
Faculty and staff have the privilege of a longer
loan period for books, a yearly term loan until May 1.
However, all items must be brought to the library to
be renewed for the next year's term loan. All items,
including those renewed, are subject to recall upon the
request of another borrower. Bound periodicals from
the stacks circulate for three days. Titles designated
as "non-circulating" by an academic department or the
library will retain that status. Current issues of perio
dicals normally do not circulate outside the library.
However, faculty and staff may borrow current perio
dicals for a one-day loan upon presentation of a UT 10.

Searches
When materials cannot be located, stop by the
circulation desk to request that a search be made. A
notice will be sent when the item is found. Materials not
found will be reviewed for reordering.

"Holds"
and "Recalls" ((
If the book you
need is checked out to
another borrower,
you may place a
"hold" or "recall" on
the book at the
circulation desk.
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If you place a "hold" on a book, the library
will notify you by mail when the book is
retu rned and hold the book at the circulation
desk for 7 days before returning it to the
stacks .
If the due date of the book is more
than 10 days away, you may place a
"recall." The due date of the book will be
changed to 10 days from the date the recall is
initiated, and a notice will be sent to the present
borrower. Again, the library will notify you by
mail when the book is returned and hold the
book at the circulation desk for 7 days.
If "recalled" items are not returned by the new
due date, they are considered overdue, the patron's
borrowing privileges are suspended, and fines accu
mulate at a rate of 25¢ per day for all patrons,
including faculty. Books needed for reserve are sub
ject to immediate recall.

Borrow Books From Around the World
Interlibrary Services, 974-4240

Materials that are not available in the UTK Libra
ries can be requested through Interlibrary Services
(ILS). Both book loans and photocopies of journal
articles are available from libraries worldwide, includ
ing the Center for Research Libraries. Submit requests
at ILS, 135 Hodges Library, by mail, or by fax-or
submit an electronic Interlibrary Services Request
Form via the Online Library Information System. ILS
will accept a maximum of ten requests per week, per
user. Average turnaround time is 10 to 12 days.

Document Delivery Options
Self-service, user-paid document delivery services
are available to users who want direct delivery and/or
rush service.
UnCover is a table of contents and document
delivery service available through the Online Library
Information System (OLlS) . From the OLiS main menu ,
select "Other Library , Campus, and Worldwide
Information"; "Electronic Journals"; "UnCover." If you
encounter difficulty, you can contact UnCover 24 hours
a day at 1-800-787-7979.
Another document delivery option is the First
Search card, available from Database Search Services
(146 Hodges Library, 974-4936) . The FirstSearch
card provides temporary password access and a
limited number of searches in a variety of databases.
After conducting a search, select an article of interest
and choose "ORDER" from the on-screen options.
Both self-service document delivery services
requi re a valid credit card number and your (personal
or departmental) fax number.
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Locating Call Numbers in the
Hodges Library Stacks

~

Many a seasoned library use' has
been foiled by the stacks arrangement.
~~
Here's the secret to finding books in the
~
Hodges stacks:
On each of the stacks floors (floors
3-6) the call number sequence begins
in the southeast corner of the central aisle
(i.e., toward the Stadium). The call number
sequence always begins at the central aisle
and runs toward the outer wall of the building. There
fore, on the south side of the building the call numbers
run north to south, and on the north side of the
building the call numbers run south to north. Just
remember: if you're searching for a call number and
come to the end of a section, return to the central aisle.
That's where the sequence will resume.
Or-save yourself some time by consulting the
Stacks Locator, a notebook kept at the information
stations across from the elevators on each of the
stacks floors. The Stacks Locator lists each numbered
range in the library and gives the call numbers located
on each range. Use a map to locate the numbered
range containing your call number.
If you need assistance locating materials, use
the intercoms at the information stations or phone
Circulation (974-4351) or the Stacks Office (974-0069).
~

Library Express

o
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974-0021

Delivery of books and photocopies of articles is
available to UTK faculty, staff and graduate students
on the Main and Agriculture campuses and at the UT
Medical Center through Library Express. Books are
delivered free; the charge for photocopied articles is
$2 per citation (up to 20 pages) . No deliveries will be
made to library carrels and studies. librarY Express
cannot perform faculty renewals at the term's end.
However, it will return items no longer needed.
Requests will be accepted by phone or in person
at the Hodges circulation
desk during all hours
the desk is staffed.
Requests can be faxed
to 974-0555 (please call
Library Express, 974-0021,
before faxing) or
they can be
e-mailed to
"express@aztec.lib.utk.edu".
Delivery is 8-5, Monday-Friday.
Requests for materials not
held by the UTK Libraries should
be made to Interlibrary Services.
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Specialized Resources

The Law Library
Bill Beintema, 974-4381, beintema@utk.edu

The Agriculture-Veterinary Medicine Library
Biddanda Ponnappa, 974-7338
Ponnappa@utk.edu

The Law Library's 223,500 volumes hold the legal
precedent and authority essential to studying law
today. Supreme Court briefs are available in microfiche
sets. Access to the library's enormous collection of law
reviews is easily available through the LEGALTRAC
database. The collection is separately administered
from the UTK Libraries, and its holdings are not listed
inDUS.

The AgVetMed Library collection comprises
117,000 volumes and includes 2,500 journals, maga
zines, and audiovisual materials. The collection is
particularly strong in agriculture; veterinary, compara
tive, and human medicine; and related biological
sciences.
The Cartographic Information Center
Jim Minton 974-4315, JIM-MINTON@utk.edu
The Cartographic Information Center (CIG) houses
a large collection of maps, atlases, journals, and books
offering worldwide coverage in many subject areas.
Materials are collected in a variety of formats: paper
maps, microfiche, relief models, globes, and digital.
Documents & Microforms
Janette Prescod, 974-6870, jprescod@utk.edu
The UTK Libraries is an official depository for U.S.
government documents. Students will find that the
Documents & Microforms area (120 Hodges Library)
is an invaluable source for statistics, census data,
Congressional documents, federal regulations, and
technical reports from government agencies (such
as ERIC, NASA, and DOE).

The Music Library
Pauline Bayne, 974-3474, pbayne@utk.edu
The Music Library has a comprehensive collection
of more than 50,000 items of music and music literature,
including books, scores, audio and video recordings,
current periodicals, and microfilm. Sound and video
recordings are available for study in the library.
The Special Collections Library
James Lloyd, 974-4480, jlloyd@utk.edu
The Special Collections Library is the repository of
primary source materials and costly modern library
materials. Materials from the Rare Book Collection, the
Manuscript Collection, and the Preservation Collection
are paged for library patrons from closed stacks and
presented for use in the spacious Reading Room.
The University Archives
Joe Rader, 974-0048, jcrader@utk.edu
The University Archives contains official records of
the University; items published officially and unofficially
by its units, departments, and agencies; and other
materials that document University of Tennessee life.
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Welcome to UTK LibLink
http://www.lib.utk.edu

Libraries and other information pro
viders are relying more and more on the
Internet, and specifically on the World
Wide Web , as a mechanism for access
and presentation. Both locally held and
remote resources can be made available
to users in a way that appears seamless
and user friendly. Teams of UTK librarians
continue to explore access to remote
databases to enrich further the resources
available to users simply and readily.
This issue of The UTK Librarian pro
vides news about ways we are already
linking you electronically to text and
graphic resources not previously readily
available and on ways for you to maximize
"the Web" in your scholarly and even
avocational pursuits. For instance, since
the first of the year the UTK Libraries has

had a new and better organized World
Wide Web homepage, called "UTK LibLink."
Visit us at URL http://www.lib.utk.edu.
UTK LibLink includes new and useful
features:
• Ability to search for items in LibLink;
• Interactive services such as an online
dialog with library faculty, an online change
of address form , online comments and
suggestions ;
• Increased emphasis on assisting users
in searching the Internet;
• Annotated menus to help users eval
uate resources;
• More information about library serv
ices (electronic as well as traditional) ;
• Easier navigation through the use of
"buttonbars."

Netscape: Welcome to LibLink
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Wide Web (WWW).
The complex of hypertext
servers, available over the
Internet, that allow text,
graphics, sound files, etc.
to be mixed together.

hypertext. Any text that
contains "links" to other
documents or images.
HTML. (HyperText Markup
Language) The coding
language used to create
WWW documents.
URL. (Uniform Resource
Locator) The standard way to
give the address of a WWW
resource. For instance:
http://www.lib.utk.edu
HTTP. The protocol for
moving hypertext files across
, the Internet. Requires http
"client" software on one end,
and an http "server" on the
other end.
Gopher. A menu-based
client-server system for
exploring Internet resources.
FTP. The Internet standard
"file transfer protocol. "

U nlve rslty 01 Tennessee, Knoxville, Libraries
UTK Ubrnry: Collections
Search the Net!
The Service Desk
Talk to us!
Infonnaiion by: Subject
Journals and Periodicals
Qlgitized Texts

Reference Resources
Government Documents
Ubraries and other Academia
The Internet Exp-lained
UTK Camp-us Infonnaiion
Branches and Dep-artments
About UTK Ubraries

Telnet. Allows remote log-in
over the Internet.
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homepage. The primary
address or "front door" of a
Web site; may be linked to
other pages.
back pages. The fun stuff.

Free Internet Software for the Intelligent Browser
by Bill Britten, Systems Librarian (wbritten@utk.edu)

A few years ago the main soft
ware related to Internet activity was
Telnet and FTP. The use of these "raw"
protocols was non-graphical, and for
the most part involved making a
connection to a large computer and
learning the arcane command lan
guage of the protocol. Extra software
required then were typically limited to
a utility for uncompressing FTP files
and a viewer to look at image files.
Those were the days prior to
the huge explosion of Windows and
Macintosh network software. Today,
Internet use entails a plethora of browsers,
clients, viewers, and other assorted acces
sories. Many of the tools have evolved as
niche players in the ecology of Internet
information, so that knowledge of one tool
often requires knowledge of how to use
it with other tools. For example, Adobe's
Acrobat Reader is a "helper application"
for Internet browsers that enables them to
display the popular .pdf document format.
The Internet browser is the single most
important network application. Browsers
such as Netscape are becoming so rich
in features that some predict they will
develop into "operating systems for the
Internet," eclipsing the many special
purpose network clients.
Many documents can be handled by
the browser alone, but for others the brows
er needs assistance. Your browser receives
information from the server about each file
encountered, and teaching your browser

Web Terms
browser. A "client" program that is used
to look at various kinds of Internet
resources.
LYNX. A browser that allows you to view
text, but not images.
he/per applications. Various external
programs invoked to read files in formats
unreadable by a specific browser.

to know what to do with this information
will pay great dividends as you access
Internet documents.
You might use this analogy to under
stand the process: when a book or maga
zine is placed in your hands, you can read
it immediately, but when a videocassette
or CD-ROM disc is placed in your hands,
you need other tools and the knowledge
of how to use them. For example, a lot of
Netscape users call the library to ask if
the online catalog is down, when the prob
lem is that their copy of Netscape is not
configured to start the Telnet software
needed to connect to the catalog. In Net
scape, look under "Options/General Prefer
ences" and click on "Apps" and "Helpers."
Use the Help button to get the details on
configuring Netscape to use auxiliary
software.
There are many other important net
work applications, including Telnet, FTP,

GNN

GNH

Welcome to
Stroud's CWSApps List,
a 1995 Best of the Net Winner!
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and e-mail clients, graphics viewers,
audio and video players, virtual reality
(VRML) browsers, and other spe
cialized document viewers. Listed
below are a few of the best sources
for locating Internet software:

Stroud's Consummate Winsock Apps
http://cws.wilmington.net/
Stroud's CWSApps list is currently
the best site for locating PC network
software. This site is continuously
updated and contains hundreds of
software applications.
Macintosh Internet Archives
http://www.macatawa.org/-mthomas/
or
http://fly.hiwaay.net/-cwbol/macarc.html
Both of these URLs will lead you to com
parable Macintosh sites for Internet-related
software.
Yahoo-Computers and Internet: Operat
ing Systems
http://www.yahoo.com/Computers_
and_lnternet/Operating_Systems/
This address will lead you to a menu for
all operating systems (Mac, PC, UNIX, OS/
2, etc.). From there you can find many
archives for Internet-related software. This
is a good place to look if the sites listed
above do not meet your needs.
Internet Resources by Tool or Type
http://lcweb.loc.gov/global/internet/
bytool.html
The Library of Congress' Internet Resource
Page is another comprehensive encyclope
dia of Internet tools, and also has many
links to other general resources .
UTK Libraries' Internet Revealed page
http://www.lib.utk.edu/internet.html
This is not a software archive, but will lead
you to many sources related to Internet
tools, especially in the "taxonomy of tools"
section of this page. In addition, the link to
the "Internet Software and Documentation
Archive" will lead you to some UTK-specific
software.
UT Personal Computing Group Files and
Drivers Page
http://oac02.oac.utk.edu/
This is a good source for software and
drivers (e.g., printer drivers) for computers
used at UTK.

Emergence of Electronic Reference
by Martin Courtois, Reference Librarian (mcourtois@utk.edu)
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Anyone who uses the Internet
knows how difficult it is to keep up
with new information sources on the
World Wide Web (WWW). In the
Reference and Information Services
team, we were aware that an in
creasing number of WWW sites had
tremendous potential as reference
sources, but were often difficult to
locate. Even if a good resource was
discovered, an effective mechanism
did not exist for informing others about
the source and facilitating its use. We tried
creating bookmarks, but these are machine
specific and are not accessible to remote
users.
The "Electronic Reference" category
(ER) on the Libraries' homepage, however,
looked more promising. ER contained a
I-o-n-g list of sources, but was showing its
Gopher roots in that it listed only the title
of the source. Titles like "loQtus" and "Elec
tronic Bulletin Board" did little to inform
users of the scope and content of the
resource. In addition, ER pointed to many
Gopher sites that had disappeared or
evolved into WWW sites.

J

Netscape: Electronic Reference -
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Ub Unk Home

Web Terms--
pointer. A hyperlink to another Web
page. You navigate the Web by clicking
on text or graphic "pointers."
bookmark. A pointer to a favorite Web
site that you set from within your Web
browser.

Yet, ER was readily accessible from
the Libraries' homepage and with some
reorganizing and updating could be a
useful guide for both Reference staff and
library users.
With plenty of encouragement from
Webmaster Bill Britten, the Reference
team launched a project to update and
refocus ER. Since the library already had
extensive lists of subject-based sources
in the "Information by Subject" pages, we
decided to mold ER into a "ready-reference"
collection of frequently-used general and
multi-disciplinary sources. We also chose
not to list every possible reference source,
but to carefully compare and evaluate
sources and
list only those
r;!j
Contents
that were tops
in their field.
L:l.bL::I.::n..k.
To aid new

Search UbUnk

users, each source would be anno
tated. Finally, we created an organi
zation scheme of fifteen categories,
from "Business" to "Weather." In
essence, ER turned into an electronic
collection development project.
"With the whole team involved,
it was much more likely that every
one would contribute to and use ER,"
commented Reference Coordinator
Rita Smith, who apportioned respon
sibilities among the team. Reference staff
checked subject guides, searched WWW
databases, and consulted colleagues to
identify and describe important sources.
Lana Dixon designed and produced the
ER logo and worked with Rita to write the
HTML code for ER pages. "This project
took the mystery out of HTML," said Lana.
"What seemed difficult because it was
unknown actually turned out to be quite
easy."
ER will be an ongoing project for the
Reference team. Librarians are always
searching for and evaluating print materials
for the reference collection. Now the same
scrutiny will be given WWW and Internet
reference sources. Lana said, "ER is now
part of life at the desk, and we think of it
as another reference shelf." In the future,
ER will likely grow to enable users to
submit reference questions electronically.

Search the Net ~~'~~I!",!',!"",~~~
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Netscape: Electronic Reference -- Dictionaries and Thesauri
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The Electronic Reference page leads to general and multi-diSciplinary information resources
on one of the categones below to see a list of Items available. For Information resources in sp
subject areas such as art, bUSiness, eaucallOn, etc., see the Information by Subject pages .
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Dictionaries and
Thesauri

Reference and Informatlo. . . .

News Sources
Career and Job Information

Penodical Datal.ases

Countnes, States, Cities

Quotations

Dictionaries and Thesaun

Student Financial Aid

E-mail Addresses

lnYle Manuals

Government Resources

:; and

Online Catalog

ThiS page lists some heavily used English language dict,onanes and thesaun. For additional
dictionaries (including non-English language sources), check Ihe lists at Yahoo and Galax~
Another very comprehensive source IS the Human·Lang!@ges Pag~ which Includes dictlonatles,
language tutorials, and spoken samples of languages
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lecific
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•

!:iyp-ertex! Webster Interface
Provides a simple keyword search of Webster's dictionary If you don' Know the exact
spelling of the word, the server offers a list of close matches as alternatives. If you know the
prefix of the word, a list of potential matches may be obtained by entenng a' aner the root,
e.g ,psych'
Dictionary and Thesaurus Server
Provides definitions and thesaurus lOOkUps by e-mail. This service IS useful if you do not
have aforms-capable WWWbrowser

Telel!hone Directones

Grants and other Funding Sources _Tennessee Resources
Weather, Time, and Calendar

~

The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) for ER is http://www.lib.utk.
edu/refs. ER is listed under Reference Resources on the UTK
LibLink homepage.

Roget's Thesaurus
From the ARTFL ~oject at University of Chicago. Search the headwords or full text of the
1911 edition of Rogets's Thesaurus (version 1.02, supplemented July 1991) as dlstnbuted
by Project Gutenberg. Also available atQly University, London
WordNet
A thesaurus that organizes English nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs into synonym
sets.

The Most Powerful World Wide Web Search Engines
by Anne Langley, Collection Development Librarian (alangley@utk.edu)

One of the most useful aspects
of the Internet is its searchability. In
the past year, many Internet search
engines have been developed to take
advantage of this capability. The hard
est question for the user is not where
to find information, but rather which
search engine can find that informa
tion most efficiently. Usability, speed,
size, availability, and the organization of the
search engine are the important features to
consider.
There are basically two types of search
engines: those that gather, solicit and or
ganize links into a virtual library or data
base, and those that gather links which are
not organized in any way until the user
supplies the search terms. 80th types of
search engine are useful for different kinds
of searches.
Yahoo is a Web site that gathers links
and organizes them in a subject-driven data
base, then allows the user to search its
virtual "library." Yahoo registers sites and
provides both search-term-based access
and subject access through a variety of sub
ject areas. This is a good place to look for
information from large agencies, or Web
sites that are better established and have
been around for awhile and proven their
stability. Good examples would be the
United States Postal Service homepage,
NASA, or another university library catalog.
A search for "postal service" on one of the
other search engines will produce too
many unwanted results.
On the other side of the coin, let's
say you are looking for Adobe Acrobat files

Web Terms
search engine. A program that
locates information by searching Web
document titles, subject fields, document
content, or other indexes and directories.
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such as 18M, or are you trying to
find your cousin's homepage? Is the
first search engine you tried taking
too long? Use the engine that is right
for the search you need to perform,
and don't stick to just one. Internel
traffic patterns change; the mosl
powerful engine this week may be
slower next week, but in a few
months may again be the fastest.

with which to practice using your new Acro
bat software, and you have no idea where
to begin. The best search engines would
To connect to search engines, select
be Alta Vista, Open Text, or another similar
Search the Net! from the UTK LibLink
search engine that is not bogged down by
homepage.
too many users. Key
word searches of un
-1:1
G!l
. N e , scope: Y0 h 00.I
known entities work
Lo••hon . lhtlp ;ll" w".yahoo .• oml
very well with these
powerful engines.
However, as an en
gine gets better known,
it slows down due to
Win PRIZES -;~' i.I!' - - - 
Web Launch
and VISITT.;.J~I:Yf ' <;'JJJJ Weekly~(Mar 11th)
the volume of users. It
is a good idea to shop
Ipo, tal • enice
lli~ QP-.!!l!m
around. If your search
.8m
is taking too long
·Hmn~J
Human~le. £bQ!Qgr!llt>J~ Arch~ecture ~
Y&tl9 ~L D.ily~ Current Event. =
on Open Text, hop
• Business and Economy ~J
• ReCreation
over to Alta Vista and
DirectQ!)l~ Investments CI...Wied. ~
ll~~LG.mes~~~
see how the traffic
.~
llbralies Dlctlonanes Phone Numbel'3 ..:.:.
• ~puters and Interne! ~J
is there. Yahoo even
!n!lml!:!. www ~ Muftlmedl' =
has a wonderful page
• Bl!gjonal
Countries !kg~ U. S. states =
• Education
Unwersihes: !i.:..!£. Co~e s ......
that lets you hop
.~
from search engine to
• Entertainment ~J
~ !iJ2!Qqy~ Astrono!IDl, fugineering, =
JY. Movies ~ M!g~ =
search engine without
• Social Science
AnthroQologJ.. SOCioIQgi... EconOmiCs .....
• Government
having to type your
POI~icS ~L 6g~ ill!!. Mill!~!Y, =
• Society and CuRure
search again.
.l:!!!l!rul
~®. Environment RehgjQD. ~
MediCine .Q!yg~ ~ Fitness .;.",;.
Are you search
ing for a known entity
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